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Abstract

Brouwer’s ideas of construction, proof, and inquiry in mathematics are more widely applicable. On
a well-known philosophical view, intuitionistic logic is a general account of meaning and reasoning for
natural language and epistemology. In this brief discussion piece, I go one step further, and discuss how
intuitionistic semantics fits with information update and belief revision in agency. In the process, I define a
number of new logical systems that give rise to several open problems.
c⃝ 2017 Royal Dutch Mathematical Society (KWG). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction: agency in intuitionistic logic 1

Brouwer’s idealized mathematician keeps adding proofs and constructions extending the 2

realm of what we know. The Creative Subject never retracts. But retracting, learning from errors 3

and revising a current theory, rather than infallible correctness and monotonic growth, is an 4

equally striking intellectual talent of rational agents — including mathematicians. Is there a 5

foothold in intuitionism for such a richer picture of rational human agency? Is there a foothold 6

for agency at all, in addition to truth and proof? 7

Constructivism is about methods for establishing truth (proofs) and constructing objects 8

(algorithms). Now proof and construction are activities, and one might think this is where agency 9

belongs in logic: in methods of proof and construction, based on fine-grained syntax. The logical 10

constants then get a precise operational meaning in the BHK interpretation, which has even been 11

recast in two-player dialogue games [16]. In contrast, the realm of pure truth is in the semantics, 12
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abstracting from the details of these activities, and giving the logical constants another role, that1

of creating compound ontological structure.2

But this border is too rigid. Proof theory is mainly about proofs: static records produced3

by the activity of proving, not that activity itself. Also, crucial aspects of agency such as the4

earlier learning by trial and error do not really occur in constructive proofs. And on the other5

hand, basic informational activities of agents such as observation have quite appealing models6

in the realm of semantics. Either way, much current literature since the 1990s has shown that7

agency can be studied and clarified in logic, with topics such as beliefs, issues, goals, and social8

interaction – [26] pursues one such paradigm.9

Against this background, in this brief exploratory paper, I will discuss semantic models for10

intuitionistic logic and its ally of modal logic as an arena for information and agency, showing11

how three important aspects might be incorporated.12

2. Semantic models for intuitionistic logic13

Historically, intuitionistic logic has been analyzed with a wide variety of semantic models,14

algebraic, topological, graph-theoretic, or category-theoretic; which have been introduced by15

Tarski, Beth, Kripke, and others starting from the 1930s. Many of these approaches to16

constructivism have been discussed and compared in [30], but the book is by no means closed:17

the present publication will add even more.18

In this article, I start with standard relational models, that is, partial orders (S,≤) with a
valuation for proposition letters recording at which points in S they hold, with upward-closed sets
assigned to proposition letters. For future reference, here is the truth definition for intuitionistic
propositional logic (my discussion will ignore predicate logic, for lack of space, though object
handling is indeed a crucial aspect of both intuitionism and agency):

M, s| = p iff s ∈ V (p)

M, s| = ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, s| = ϕ and M, s| = ψ

M, s| = ϕ ∨ ψ iff M, s| = ϕ or M, s| = ψ

M, s| = ¬ϕ iff f or no t ≥ s,M, t | = ϕ

M, s| = ϕ → ψ iff f or all t ≥ s, i f M, t | = ϕ, then M, t | = ψ.

As is well known, this semantics makes all intuitionistic formulas persistent:19

if M, s| = ϕ and s ≤ t, then also M, t | = ϕ.20

The intuition behind these models is one of the stages of a process of construction and inquiry,21

where we gradually get to know mathematical structures matching completed histories. We will22

return in more detail to the issue of how to view these models presently.23

But these same models also support another language, now with a universal modality24

□ϕ ϕ is true in all successors in the ordering.25

As is well known, Gödel showed that intuitionistic propositional logic IL embeds faithfully26

into the well-known modal logic S4 by a simple translation of the above truth conditions. Starting27

with the earlier intuitive interpretation of the models, S4 then describes a richer epistemic setting28

where propositions can also be non-persistent — for instance, existential statements □ϕ about29

what is still possible in the future from the current point. Thus, our models come to provide for30

co-existence of intuitionistic views of growing knowledge and more general epistemic views of31
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